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Abstract
The goal of work package 6 is to enhance cybersecurity competences of employees and
management in the finance sector through a set of training activities. D6.4 is setting the
theoretical and methodological framework for cybersecurity trainings in the finance sector
as well as defining the pedagogical requirements for the training platform development.
For this purpose, the deliverable provides a brief introduction to the training development
process as well as to the goals and scope of the SOTER Cyber Security Competence Training
(CSCT) actions. It then defines the methodological foundations of the overall training
approach. Then it develops the methods to be implemented in the SOTER actions and
compiles the training modules as well as the itineraries per competence in the form of
“building blocks” for the development of courses for the SOTER training actions. Lastly, it
provides a list of pedagogical and legal requirements for the development of the training
platform.
The SOTER training modules compilation comprises four training modules, which group 20
submodules into related competence groups. The submodules represent the cybersecurity
competences defined in the competence catalogue in D6.2. The submodules are further
divided into 241 micro modules, each of which represent a knowledge-, skill- or attitudeelement of the superordinate competence. The first training module (Module A) is
concerned with building up “Digital Information Competences”, the second with „Digital
Safety Competences“ (Module B), the third with “Threat and Anomaly Recognition
Competences” (Module C) and the fourth with “Incident Handling Competences” (Module
D). The training modules compilation thus puts flexible “building blocks” for the creation of
use case courses at disposal.
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Executive summary
The goal of work package 6 is to enhance cybersecurity competences of employees and
management in the finance sector through a set of training activities. For this purpose,
training modules based on the human factors for cybersecurity behaviour mapped in D2.1
and the subsequent competence catalogue drafted in D6.1 and D6.2 were created. D6.3
presented the state of the art of cybersecurity trainings in the finance sector, informed by
the broader field of organisational cybersecurity trainings. It also gave an overview of
lessons learned from these previous cybersecurity training actions. D6.4 expands on D6.3,
setting the theoretical and methodological framework for cybersecurity trainings in the
finance sector as well as defining the pedagogical requirements for the training platform
development.
For this purpose, the deliverable provides a brief introduction to the followed training
development process as well as to the goals and scope of the SOTER Cyber Security
Competence Training (CSCT) training actions in Section 2. In Section 3 it then defines the
methodological foundations of the overall training approach. Then it develops the methods
to be implemented in the SOTER actions in Section 4. Also in this section, it compiles the
training modules as well as the itineraries per competence in the form of “building blocks”
for the development of courses for the SOTER training actions. Lastly, it provides a list of
pedagogical and legal requirements for the development of the training platform derived
from the work on D6.3, D6.4 and T4.5 in Section 5 of the document.
The SOTER training modules compilation comprises four training modules, which group 20
submodules into related competence groups. The submodules represent the cybersecurity
competences defined in the competence catalogue in D6.2. The submodules are further
divided into 241 micro modules, each of which represent a knowledge-, skill- or attitudeelement of the superordinate competence. The first training module (Module A) is
concerned with building up “Digital Information Competences” and contains five
competences: handling personal and business information confidentially to avoid data
breaches, leaks or other GDPR violations, sharing private information responsibly and
defining privacy settings for privately used digital devices and services, so that, for instance,
social engineers cannot collect information for a potential attack so easily, and lastly, the
competence to assess the accuracy and integrity of information, to make the work of social
engineers more difficult as well.
Under the Module „Digital Safety Competences“ (Module B) we summarized competences
that are concerned with physical and device safety as well as safe interactions in the digital
realm while browsing, handling networks or communicating digitally. In this module,
employees learn about SSL and HTTPS, VPN and encryption as well as defining privacy
settings for devices they use, creating strong passwords and using two-factorauthentication.
5
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While the former two modules focus on the prevention of attacks as well as accidents, the
next modules summarize competences that come into play when it comes to an attempted
or successful attack from malicious actors. In this case, employees need competences that
allow them to recognise threats and anomalies quickly. Training module C focuses on
training finance employees on “Threat and Anomaly Recognition”. For employees in finance,
especially recognizing social engineering, malware, identity theft and malicious insiders is
important, accompanied by a high amount of physical environment sensibility. This way, no
employee would let fake deliverers in.
If an attack was successful or a cybersecurity accident has occurred, employees need
competences to handle these incidents, like incident documentation, reporting,
communication and collaborative incident management. These competences will be
acquired in Module D.

6
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Preface
Scope of this deliverable
The goal of work package 6 is to enhance cybersecurity competences of employees and
management in the finance sector through a set of training activities. For this purpose,
training modules based on the human factors for cybersecurity behaviour mapped in D2.1
and the subsequent competence catalogue drafted in D6.1 and D6.2 were created. D6.3
presented the state of the art of cybersecurity trainings in the finance sector, informed by
the broader field of organisational cybersecurity trainings. It also gave an overview of
lessons learned from these previous cybersecurity training actions. D6.4 expands on D6.3,
setting the theoretical and methodological framework for cybersecurity trainings in the
finance sector as well as defining the pedagogical requirements for the training platform
development.

Structure of the deliverables of WP6 and relations to other tasks and
deliverables
The structure of deliverables 6.1 to 6.8 follows the training development process we are
deploying (see Section 2). Thus, the following steps in cybersecurity training development
will be covered in the deliverables stated (see Table 2):

8
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Table 2: Content of Deliverables D6.1 to D6.7 following the necessary steps in the process of cybersecurity training
development

Step

Description of Development Step

1.

Training Content Determination

1.1.

Detail the cyber security competence for
employees within financial services
organizations (Competence Catalogue)

1.2.

WP 6

D6.1
D6.2

Due
(final)

Other
T/WP R.

Due
(final)

11/19
10/20

↔D2.1
→D4.1
←T5.1
→D5.1
→D5.2
← T4.1
→D4.1

08/20
10/20
08/21
10/21

Check identified competences with
D6.2
financial services partner organization for
field relevance and accuracy of fit for
financial services organizations
Write learning objectives that target
D6.2
specific knowledge, skill, and attitude levels
aligned with competences
Training Modules Design

10/20

10/20

↔D6.4

10/20

2.1.

Review previous cybersecurity training
approaches

D6.3

03/20

2.2.

Define overall training approach – Training
principles
Choose training delivery methods
appropriate for the fulfilment of learning
objectives
Define training modules and compile
itineraries per competence

03/20
09/20
10/20

10/20
06/21
08/20

2.3.

D6.3
D6.4
D6.4

←T8.3
→D8.3
↔D2.1

D6.4

03/20
10/20
10/20

↔D2.1

08/20

← T4.1
→D4.1

10/20

→D6.5

12/20

1.3.

2.

2.4.
2.5.

2.6.
3.
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

Check training modules compilation with
financial services partner organization for
field relevance and accuracy of fit for
financial services organizations
Define pedagogical and legal platform
requirements
Training Platform Design

D6.4

D6.4

10/20

Define technological platform
requirements
Select technical framework
Develop the overall training platform
concept

D6.5

12/20

D6.5
D6.5

12/20
12/20

←T8.3

Design mock-ups for training platform

D6.5

12/20

← T4.1

10/20
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3.5.

concept and check with finance partners
Perform qualitative pretest for training
platform
Define use case for SOTER training actions

D6.5

12/20

← T4.1

D6.6

04/21

Define modules, submodules and micro
modules for use-case-course
Create gamified flowcharts of use-casecourse (Storyboard)
Create specific contents for use-casecourse

D6.6

04/21

←T8.3
← T4.1
← T3.5
←T8.3

D6.6

04/21

←T8.3

D6.6

04/21

3.10.

Design mock-ups for use-case-course and
check with financial services partners

D6.6

04/21

← T4.1
← T2.1
← T4.1

3.11.

Create use-case course on training
platform
Perform qualitative pretest for training
platform and use-case-courses

D6.6

04/21

←T8.3

D6.6

04/21

← T4.1
← T2.1

D6.7

12/20

D6.7

12/20

← T4.2
← T4.6
← T2.1

D6.7

12/20

← T2.1

T6.2
T6.3
T6.4
D6.7

10/20- ← T4.2
07/21 ← T4.6
12/20

← T2.1

D6.7

12/20

← T4.4
→ D4.5
← T4.2
← T4.3
← T4.6
→ D4.2
→ D4.3
→ D4.4
← T2.1
← T5.1

3.6.

3.7.
3.8.
3.9.

3.12.
4.
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
4.4.

4.5.
4.6.
4.7.

5.

Conduction of Trainings Embedded in
Assessment- and Evaluation-Cycles
Create a training deployment and
evaluation plan
Develop evaluation concept with
assessment-cycles
Develop assessment and evaluation
instruments
Deploy trainings

Assess the training actions in terms of goal
achievement
Perform usability and user satisfaction
assessment of training platform solution

Write iterative deployment and assessment D6.5
reports for each training action
D6.6
D6.7

Guarantee Reproducibility of Trainings:
Creation of the Digital Training Handbook
for Cybersecurity Competences

D6.8

12/20
04/21
07/21

9/21

06/21

11/20
01/21
04/21

Legend for WP Relations (R.): ← informs; → gets informed by; ↔ exchange
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In accordance with this cybersecurity training development process, D6.4 focuses on the
training modules design. For this purpose, it provides a brief introduction to the followed
training development process, the goals and scope of the SOTER Cyber Security
Competence Training (CSCT) training actions in Section 1. In Section 2 it then defines the
methodological foundations of the overall training approach. Then it develops the methods
to be implemented in the SOTER actions in Section 3. Also in this section, it compiles the
training modules as well as the itineraries per competence in the form of “building blocks”
for the development of courses for the SOTER training actions. Lastly, it provides a list of
pedagogical and legal requirements for the development of the training platform derived
from the work on D6.3, D6.4 and T4.5 in Section 4 of the document.
This deliverable (D6.4) has been developed through cooperation and coordination of the
social science research partners UNIGRAZ, RISE, and TRI as well as through cooperation and
feedback by the SOTER banking partner LIBER BANK (WP4). The SOTER project has a number
of deliverables related to the development of cybersecurity training actions, coordinated
primarily through the social science and humanities (SSH) research partners from WP2, WP4
and WP5, with support and guidance from the technical partners, end-users, stakeholder
groups and advisory boards drawn specifically from the cybersecurity sector. The research
tasks and associated deliverables within those work packages should be viewed as
complementary to this deliverable. Outputs from research tasks of other work packages
affect related tasks, either through coordination of conclusions, or as explicit inputs
(highlighted with arrows representing work package relations in Table 2).
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1 Introduction
The goal of work package 6 is to enhance cybersecurity competences of employees and
management in the finance sector through a set of training activities. For this purpose,
training modules based on the human factors for cybersecurity behaviour mapped in D2.1
and the subsequent competence catalogue drafted in D6.1 and D6.2 were created. D6.3
presented the state of the art of cybersecurity trainings in the finance sector, informed by
the broader field of organisational cybersecurity trainings. It also gave an overview of
lessons learned from these previous cybersecurity training actions. D6.4 expands on D6.3,
setting the theoretical and methodological framework for cybersecurity trainings in the
finance sector as well as defining the pedagogical requirements for the training platform
development.
For this purpose, it provides a brief introduction to the followed training development
process as well as to the goals and scope of the SOTER Cyber Security Competence Training
(CSCT) actions in Section 2. In Section 3 it then defines the methodological foundations of
the overall training approach. Then it develops the methods to be implemented in the
SOTER actions in Section 4. Also in this section, it compiles the training modules as well as
the itineraries per competence in the form of “building blocks” for the development of
courses for the SOTER training actions. Lastly, Section 5 provides a list of pedagogical and
legal requirements for the development of the training platform derived from the work on
D6.3, D6.4 and T4.5.

2 CSCT Development Process and Definition of Objectives
2.1 CSCT Development Process Steps
As the pertinent literature on employee training mentions many process models of effective
training action development overall and for cybersecurity training in particular, we have
performed a comprehensive review of the existing proposals and have then selected the
most suitable approaches for our goals. The training design process we are deploying is
inspired by the proposed process of cybersecurity training design from (Brummel et al.
2016) and (Caballero 2017), aligned with recent theories of competence development and
adapted to organizations in the finance sector. Since the core of our training actions will be
serious games, we integrated the Serious Game Development Process described by (Le
Compte et al. 2015). Further sources are texts from practitioners such as Jeffrey Dalto from
www.convergencetraining.com and Instructional Design Process Steps published on
https://elearningdom.com.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 833923. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of the authors and can in no way be
taken to reflect the views of the European Commission.
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Thus, the following steps in cybersecurity training development can be distinguished
between (see Figure 1):

Figure 1: SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Training Design Process

At first, the scope, goal and objectives of the trainings to be developed have to be defined.
After defining the scope and goals of the planned training actions, a more or less extensive
phase of preliminary analysis of sectoral training requirements and their mapping has to be
conducted. The extensiveness of this phase depends on the amount of previously acquired
knowledge on sectoral requirements. After this first analysis phase, the development of
training contents and methods as well as the training platform design process can be
initialized. Before conducting the trainings, it is recommended to create a deployment and
evaluation plan for a structured workflow. Finally, the trainings are conducted following a
cyclic deployment and evaluation plan. The quality of all these phases depends on direct
feedback from organizations of the sector in which the trainings should be conducted in
general, and from the specific organization at hand, whose employees should be trained
within the training action pilot. This process is implemented in the SOTER SSH-part of the
project and spreads over four work packages (WP2, WP4, WP5 and WP6).

2.2 Goals, Scope and Objectives of SOTER CSCT Actions
In this deliverable (D6.4), the focus is on the training modules design for the employee
trainings. For these trainings, the training scope was set to the provision of 6 single-session
online cybersecurity competence training actions to 300 banking employees and 4 singlesession online cybersecurity competence training actions to 200 employees of new key
players in finance/fintechs at all organizational levels (see Figure 2). The following training
goals were defined for these employee training actions:



Increase cybersecurity awareness of all trainees by at least 60%
Reduce cybersecurity risk generation by banking employees and employees of new
key players/fintechs at daily work by 40%

13
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The scope of the training actions in SOTER also comprises one masterclass that focuses on
the management level. For this purpose, managers of banks and fintechs will participate in a
face-to-face workshop-style course. The goal of this masterclass is to establish leadershipactivation for the building of a human-factor-sensitive cybersecurity culture following the
employee training actions. Details on the masterclass will be published in D6.7.

Figure 2: SOTER Training Scope

Since the topic of human factors in financial cybersecurity is an evolving one, the phase of
preliminary analysis is quite extensive within SOTER. It is covered by the mapping of human
factors, threats and case studies in T2.1, as well as by the collection of standards and
regulations in T5.1. Based on these analyses, the training contents were defined and will be
published in D6.2. Closely following the process of content definition for the training
actions, the training methods were designed. For this purpose, the previously identified
training contents were clustered into modules, appropriate training methods were assigned
and feedback from stakeholders has been gathered.

3 Cyber Security Competence Training Framework Model
This section describes the training methods to be applied on each training action.
Preliminary analyses showed that one of the most promising ways of enhancing employee’s
cybersecurity behaviour could be competence training, as only raising cybersecurity
awareness does not seem to result in consistently measurable behavioural change (see
D6.3). Many existing cybersecurity competence training approaches, however, lack a sound
pedagogical foundation and a genuine understanding of human behaviour, action,
interaction and practice (see D6.2). We are going to fill that gap by introducing a holistic
training approach that is pedagogically as well as social-theoretically sound and which
applies methods suitable for behavioural change.
14
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3.1 Training Approach
As we are going to train competences, we first need to recall our social-theoretically
founded meaning of competence in regard to cybersecurity. For the training modules, the
continental-European definition of competence in Empirical Educational Research and
Personnel Development has been adopted, since it is interdisciplinary and covers nearly all
aspects we deem necessary for effective training actions. Within this context, competence is
defined as the general capability of individuals to act and solve problems independently in a
given situation based on their capabilities, knowledge, skills, proficiency and attitudes
(Müller-Frommeyer et al. 2017). While many definitions in Empirical Educational Research
attribute the realization of competence merely to the individual (Kurtz & Pfadenhauer
2010), we want to add a genuine social-theoretical perspective. As research about the
performance of competences has shown, competences can only be realized in and through
the consent of the social system in which the individual is situationally located (ibid.).
Individuals not only need the ability to act competent, they also need agency to do so
(Pfadenhauer 2010). But not just that: they must be motivated to perform their
competences in a given situation, too (ibid.). In consideration of these additional aspects of
the realization of competences, competence is hereafter defined as the general capability,
willingness and agency of a person to act and solve problems independently or in
cooperation with others in a given situation based on their knowledge, skills, proficiency
and attitudes. In combination with the overall definition of cybersecurity developed in the
SOTER project, the following definition of cybersecurity competence arises:

“Cybersecurity competence is the capability, willingness and agency of
persons to solve cybersecurity problems individually or in cooperation
with others based on their knowledge, skills, attitudes and proficiency in
a way that the organisational integrity (technical, social, legal, ethical) and
the physical, mental, material, social, ethical and legal integrity of the
individuals involved is safeguarded.”
This definition has several implications on how cybersecurity competence trainings should
be conducted. It does not only tell us what to train in a structured way (that would be
cybersecurity competences to safeguard organizational and individual integrity in the digital
realm), it also gives us guidance on how to train (see Figure 3). Thus, our training methods
should focus on fostering cybersecurity knowledge, skills and proficiency as well as
enhancing the willingness and agency of trainees to solve cybersecurity problems
individually or together with others. To reach that goal, training methods must go beyond
mere knowledge-building. According to the definition of competence we are applying,
knowledge is only one of five dimensions of performable competence to be trained:
15
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1. Knowledge
2. Skills
3. Proficiency
4. Attitude
5. Agency
Figure 3: Dimensions of Cybersecurity Competence

Cybersecurity competence trainings must provide employees with the necessary knowledge
about potentially problematic cybersecurity situations and subsequently convey the
appropriate behaviour to address these situations. Building on that knowledge, the
corresponding job-function-oriented skills must be acquired and practiced until employees
reach proficiency in performing these skills. In addition, attitudes of employees to foster
their motivation and sense of agency have to be built up. Because of our trainings,
employees should experience growing levels of proficiency in tackling critical cybersecurity
situations in a context that enables high levels of individual agency for them to perform
their competences.
However, solely training employees in a way that motivates them to act and to feel
empowered to act is not enough to ensure they can realize their cybersecurity competences
within their organisational context. To that end, the overarching organisational structures
must support and cultivate the realization of competences. Organisations often cultivate
structures that work well for some intended goals, but result in unintended consequences
for others. For example, in banks certain quantity-oriented performance measures like
customer contact counts motivate employees to work more efficiently, but at the same time
these measures may be counteracting secure cyber behaviour, because employees are
encouraged to prioritize quantity over security. For cybersecurity competence trainings to
work effectively, these conflicting structures need to be identified and tackled. This conflict
may be resolved by conducting trainings for employees as well as for management.
Management also needs to acquire knowledge and skills to direct organisational structures
in a way that secure behaviour by their employees is enabled as best as possible and that
their employees feel safe to make use of their cybersecurity competences.

16
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3.2 Training Methods Design
To each of the dimensions identified in our cybersecurity competence definition, training
methods originating in certain forms of learning can be assigned (see Table 3). Here, in
accordance with (Webb 2012), two forms of learning are distinguished between: receptive
and productive learning. Receptive learning encompasses all forms of passive learning,
where learning contents are heard, read or watched. In contrast, productive learning
includes all forms of active learning in which learning contents are acquired through doing
something or actively solving problems.
Table 3: Appropriate Training Methods for Employee and Management Cybersecurity Competence Development

Dimension of
Competence
Knowledge

Skills

Receptive Learning

Productive Learning

Observations
Presentations (lectures, audiovisual
techniques, stories, explanations,
examples, statistics,
demonstrations, feedback)

Brainstorming
Group discussions
Case Studies, Scenarios
Hands-On Exercises (workshop, onthe-job training, apprenticeship,
simulation, model building, role
play)

Proficiency
Problem-Based Learning (problemidentification exercises, puzzles,
competitions, serious games)
Attitude
Self-Analysis
Moral Dilemma
Role Play
Agency
Group Building
Coaching and Mentoring
Context Shaping (Train the context)
Note: Author’s own compilation, based on Merrill 1994, Noe 2010, Jonassen & Hung 2012,
Abawajy 2014, Seel et al. 2017, Aldawood & Skinner 2019 and Clark 2019.
For competence development as we understand it, both forms of learning are needed and
thus targeted by training methods. Receptive training methods like giving lectures or using
audiovisual presentations are proven to build up knowledge (Webb 2012) and may provide
the foundation for some aspects of productive learning of skills and proficiency gain (Ka Yuk
Chan 2012). In SOTER trainings, the knowledge elements of learning modules will be
embedded into an engaging storyline that emphasizes the practical value of the gained
knowledge at the workplace.

17
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For the purpose of increasing knowledge, skills and proficiency through productive learning,
hands-on exercises like On-the-Job Training (OJT), apprenticeships and Business Games (Noe
2010), as well as Problem-Based Learning (PBL) (Jonassen & Hung 2012) and Goal-Based
Scenarios (GBS) are mentioned in the literature. Hands-on exercises are based on practical,
hands-on or laboratory learning and are described in the literature as “learning that takes
place in a space where students can observe, practice, and experiment with objects,
materials, phenomena, and ideas either individually or in groups” (Ka Yuk Chan 2012). GoalBased Scenarios can be defined as a form of assignment that simulates real-life problems, so
competences can be tested in a context that is comparable to real-life situations
(Niegemann & Weinberger 2020). Problem-based learning may also play a special role in
building up competences, as it was defined by Jonassen & Hung (2012) as “an instructional
method aimed at preparing students for real-world settings. By requiring students to solve
problems, PBL enhances students’ learning outcomes by promoting their abilities and skills
in applying knowledge, solving problems, practicing higher order thinking, and self-directing
their own learning” (ibid.). Within the SOTER trainings, problem-based learning methods
and hands-on exercises will be applied for building up practically relevant knowledge, skills
and proficiency in handling critical cybersecurity situations. Storytelling and serious games
methods (Strahringer & Leyh 2017) will be used to ensure a high degree of learning
motivation, but also to approximate the learning experience to real-world situations as close
as possible, while enabling problem-based learning in a safe environment. This will be
accomplished by simulations of real critical cybersecurity situations for interactive practice
opportunities. To ensure a close link of the training modules to problems the trainees are
facing in their working life, selected practice opportunities will be linked to an anchoring
goal-based scenario. The scenarios will also be embedded into the storyline of the serious
game approach.
When it comes to building up attitudes needed to perform certain competences, single
receptive learning interventions may only play a minor role. Here, especially sequential or
high-impact receptive training techniques, lecture programmes and audiovisual techniques
as well as interactive productive learning methods like role play, group building activities,
coaching and mentoring may facilitate the shaping of appropriate attitudes (Noe 2010). In
SOTER, simulated role play and self-analysis methods will be applied to build up positive
cybersecurity attitudes and to enable trainees to work as a team when critical cybersecurity
situations occur.
For agency building, a twofold methodical approach is implemented. One focuses on the
individual employees, the other one on their working context. Building up agency of
individuals for effective cybersecurity competence performance is, on the one hand, a
question of building up self-efficacy, as shown by studies in the field (Rhee et al. 2009;
Parker & Winslow, Carolyn J., Tetrick, Lois E. 2016; Verkijika 2019). For this purpose, training
methods originating in personality development, coaching and mentoring may be applied.
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On the other hand, the employees’ individual sense of self-efficacy is among others strongly
determined by context factors, like workplace norms (Cuganesan et al. 2018), management
support (Humaidi & Balakrishnan 2018) and other HRM practices (Choi & Yoo 2014). In
terms of training methodology, this means that the context in which the employees to be
trained are situated may need some shaping, too. This can be done by activating (Ahmad et
al. 2019; Barton et al. 2016) and training persons responsible for the design of the working
context of employees (Lowry et al. 2015; Jose et al. 2016). Here, personality development
methods and coaching methods will be applied on the management level in the masterclass.

Figure 4: SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Training Approach

Throughout all SOTER training activities, a minimalistic serious games approach is followed
that was previously found useful for trainings within the banking sector (Baxter et al. 2020).
Trainings will be visually designed, narrative-based storytelling will be applied and
interactive engagement will be required. The goal of integrating game elements is to give
trainees the opportunity to make mistakes, experience the results of their decisions and
reflect on their course of actions in a secure environment (Clark 2019). However, the
trainings will not be completely gamified down to every detail, since it is likely that a certain
proportion of employees would not want to participate in any form of game (Abawajy
2014). Therefore, employees should have the opportunity to de-select gamification within
the Learning Management System (LMS).

3.3 Training Delivery Methods Design
To deliver the trainings to employees, a set of different delivery modes and media is
implemented to fit different user groups, skill levels and learning preferences of trainees
without overreaching the capacities of the LMS in place. Training delivery modes and media
will not be linked to learner types, because the theory of learning types is controversial and
has not yet delivered robust results across studies (Kirschner 2017).
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Table 4 gives a summary of possible training delivery modes and media that can be applied
for building up cybersecurity competence. Let us first take a closer look at possible ways of
delivering training actions to trainees. We can distinguish between six forms of delivery
modes that describe the quality of social interaction between trainer and trainee during the
training actions. These six training delivery modes are aligned around three basic socialtheoretically deduced dimensions of teaching interaction: (1) space: the spatial situatedness
of interactions within the training action, (2) power: the distribution of authority within
interactions during the training action and (3) time: the timing of interactions between
trainers and trainees in the course of the training action. In regard to the dimension of
spatial situatedness, trainings can be either delivered face-to-face, where trainer and
trainee are co-present at the training site – or they are delivered online, where trainer and
trainee are not present at the training site but can be located anywhere they want to or are
supposed to be. If training actions are delivered online, the timing of interactions between
trainer and trainee can be either synchronous, meaning there is the possibility of direct
immediate digital interaction; or the timing of interactions is asynchronous, meaning there
is a time lag between the actions of trainers and trainees. Finally, training delivery modes
differ in terms of distribution of power in trainer-trainee interactions. The delivery mode
can either rely on an instructor who leads trainees through the training action and has the
authority to decide what is learned as well as when it is learned. Or the delivery mode
focuses on the possibility of self-administered learning without a leading instructor, so the
trainees themselves decide what and when to learn (also referred to as learner control, e.g.
(Landers & Reddock 2017) or self-regulated learning (Niegemann & Weinberger 2020).
Table 4: Training Delivery Modes and Media Relevant for Building up Cybersecurity Competence

Dimension of Interaction
Spatial Situatedness

Training Delivery Mode
Face-to-face (trainer to trainee)
Online (trainer to trainee)
Timing
Synchronous (trainer to trainee)
Asynchronous (trainer to trainee)
Authority
Self-administered
Instructor-led
Note: Author’s own compilation, based on Munger 1997, Abawajy 2014, Aldawood &
Skinner 2019 and Clark 2019.
As the abovementioned dimensions of social interaction represent continuums, for which
the identified training delivery modes are the respective endpoints, there are also forms of
training delivery that lie between these endpoints. For instance, blended learning combines
face-to-face and online delivery methods (Kim 2007; Yen et al. 2018). Furthermore, the
focus on one endpoint, such as instructor-led training delivery, may shift during the training
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session, for instance towards self-administration. This process is also called fading, where
teacher support and direction is continuously reduced with increasing competence of
trainees, while the responsibility for further learning is transferred gradually to the trainee
(van de Pol et al. 2010).
For the SOTER training actions, training delivery methods were chosen based on
considerations regarding characteristics of trainee groups and resource allocation. Because
of the high number of employees to be trained, asynchronous online training with a minimal
degree of direction through an instructor was chosen for the employee training actions. This
means that a LMS will be deployed and the contents of courses are mainly determined by
responsible superiors and the IT-Security department of the bank. The degree of freedom in
choosing which modules to absolve and which to skip will also be determined by the
responsible decision makers within the bank. Before making that decision, they will be
introduced to the advantages and disadvantages of self-administered learning and will
receive some background on human factors of cybersecurity (when necessary), so they can
make an informed decision. Within these pre-set boundaries, employees will be able to
choose their learning path themselves.
Since research on the topic seems to be conclusive on the fact, that online training should
be supported by face-to-face learning opportunities (Yen et al. 2018), an instructor-led
masterclass is conducted face-to-face, in which management level employees of banks are
trained to take the role of mentors for their employees in regard to the human factors of
cybersecurity. This way, management-level employees become multipliers for on-the-job
face-to-face learning opportunities for their employees. It will also be explored, if a smaller
number of employees could receive a more in-depth cybersecurity training on the platform
so they can serve as first contact point for cybersecurity issues in their organisational units.
For effective training actions, not only the way of delivering these trainings is important, but
also the media through which training contents are conveyed. In Table 5, the basic training
delivery media which can be applied during any training action are listed. To deliver the
training content, trainers can select speech or text-based material, pictures, videos and
animations in accordance to the content they want to deliver. Through the use of media
richness, monotony of training actions can be reduced, thus increasing engagement and
motivation of the trainees (Dodge et al. 2007; Abawajy 2014; Bauer et al. 2016). In the
SOTER training actions, a multimodal delivery approach will be applied that uses a broad
spectrum of text, video and picture elements. The training content will be made additionally
engaging through using interactive content.
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Table 5: Media for Training Delivery

Training Delivery Medium
Text
Speech

Picture
Video

Animation

3.4 Instructional Design of Use-Case Courses
The main instances for learning cybersecurity competences within the SOTER training
actions will be use-case courses. These courses focus on a specific actual topic for the
organisation. The methods applied to structure a SOTER use-case course are based on
Instructional Design (ID) methods. This approach was chosen because of its proximity to
technology-based branches of science (Niegemann 2020), since the SOTER online trainings
will be realized primarily as a technological solution. This way, the cooperation between the
technical and non-technical LMS development team members should be facilitated.
Instructional Design is defined by Niegermann (2020) as an educational science discipline
that explores how learning contents and learning environments can be shaped
systematically to optimally achieve pre-set learning objectives. It is founded in instructional
psychology and applies empirical theories and findings to design effective learning
processes. For that purpose, ID researchers have created different ID-Models. The first
model was developed by Robert M. Gagné (Gagné 1965; Gagné et al. 1988; Gagné et al.
2005), an American educational psychologist, who is also considered to be the founder of
Instructional Design overall. In his model, he identifies the necessary teaching steps for
effective learning processes and arranges them in logical order. Gagné’s model was broadly
recognized and forms the basis for many other ID-Models that specify or supplement it. For
the SOTER use-case courses, we are following Gagné’s basic model of structuring teaching
steps.
In the ID-model of Gagné, nine teaching steps (or events of instruction) are distinguished
between (Gagné 1965; Gagné et al. 1988) that should be covered during a use-case course:
1. Attract attention
2. Inform about learning objectives
3. Activate previous knowledge
4. Present the teaching material
5. Instruct learning
6. Let learners execute/carry out what they have learned
7. Give informative feedback
8. Control and assess performance
9. Secure remembering and transferring
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In every use-case course, the training modules, submodules and micro modules to be
covered are presented in a way that all these nine learning steps are covered during the
course. To avoid monotony, Gagné’s learning steps are not always implemented in the same
chronological order.

4 Employee Training Modules Compilation
There are several basic forms of organizing learning contents in e-learning (Modlinger 2020).
The contents can either be organized in a linear manner, in which the sequence of contents
is predetermined by an instructor, or in modular form, where learners can eventually select
contents even by themselves. These two forms of organizing learning contents are
especially interesting for building up new knowledge. While the first strategy is suitable for
homogenous groups of learners, the second strategy is more beneficial to heterogeneous
learner groups. Further forms of organizing the training content are informational databases
and information nuggets, primarily designed for self-directed learning and workplace
learning, where information needs to be available when needed. Because the target groups
of the SOTER training actions are expected to be heterogeneous in regard to their
cybersecurity competence level and the training actions are aiming at building up new
knowledge and skills, the itinerary for the online cybersecurity competence trainings for
employees will be organized in modular form.
This section provides an overview of the training modules and an itinerary to be developed
for each competence. The training modules are derived from clustering the cybersecurity
competences defined in D6.2 into distinct units of meaning. Based on the overall learning
objectives for each cybersecurity competence formulated in D6.2, an itinerary of learning
steps is detailed for each competence contained in a training module, including the
methods and media recommended to deliver the training content. As the project is still
under development and the training actions will be deployed and assessed later in the
project, and the cyber threat landscape is always changing, the itineraries are subject to
change as well. Further changes of the itineraries will be documented at the end of the
project in the digital training handbook (D6.8).

4.1 List of Training Modules
The SOTER training modules compilation comprises four training modules, which group 20
submodules into related competence groups. The submodules represent the cybersecurity
competences defined in the competence catalogue in D6.2. The submodules are further
divided into 241 micro modules, each of which represent a knowledge-, skill- or attitudeelement of the superordinate competence. Figure 5 shows the structure of the training
modules compilation at a glance. From these modules, submodules and micro modules,
use-case courses can be easily built and customized.
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Module
Submodule
Micro-Modules
Knowledge Elements

Skill Elements

Attitude Elements

Figure 5: Structure of the Training Modules Compilation

The first training module (Module A) is concerned with building up “Digital Information
Competences” and contains five competences: handling personal and business information
confidentially to avoid data breaches, leaks or other GDPR violations, sharing private
information responsibly and defining privacy settings for privately used digital devices and
services, so that malicious actors cannot easily collect information for a potential attack via
open source intelligence. Also, the competence to assess the accuracy and integrity of
information should reduce the success rates of engineering-based attacks.
Under the Module „Digital Safety Competences“ (Module B) we summarized competences
that are concerned with physical and device safety as well as safe interactions in the digital
realm while browsing, handling networks or communicating digitally. In this module,
employees can learn about SSL and HTTPS, VPN and encryption as well as the importance of
privacy settings for devices they use, creating strong passwords and using two-factorauthentication.
While the former two modules focus on the prevention of attacks as well as accidents, the
next modules summarize competences that are mainly important when it comes to an
attempted or successful attack from malicious actors. In this case, employees need
competences that allow them to recognise threats and anomalies quickly. Training module C
focuses on training finance employees on “Threat and Anomaly Recognition”. For
employees in finance, especially recognizing social engineering, malware, identity theft and
malicious insiders is important, accompanied by a high amount of physical environment
sensibility (e.g. suspicious persons within the premises of the organisation).
If an attack was successful or a cybersecurity accident has occurred, employees need
competences to handle these incidents, like incident documentation, reporting,
communication and collaborative incident management. These competences will be
acquired in Module D.
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Table 6: List of Training Modules and Covered Competences

Training Module

M.

S.

Covered Competences

Digital information
competence

A

1

Confidential personal data and information handling

2

Confidential business data and information handling

3

Responsible sharing of private information

4

Privacy setting for private digital devices and services

5

Assessment of accuracy and integrity of information

1

Physical Safety

2

Safe Browsing

3

Network Handling

4

Safe Digital Communication

5

Assurance of Device Safety

6

Creation of Safe Credentials

1

Social Engineering Recognition

2

Malware (Infection) Recognition

3

Physical Environment Sensibility

4

Identity Fraud Recognition

5

Insider Threat Recognition

1

Incident Documentation

2

Incident Communication

3

Incident Reporting

4

Collaborative Incident Management

Digital Safety Competence

Threat/Anomaly Recognition

Incident Handling

B

C

D
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4.2 Itineraries
In this section, the itineraries for the competences covered in the four training modules are
presented. The submodules, micro modules and their subdivisions are chronologically
numbered within their group membership.
Legend:
S.: Submodule(=competence)
MM: Micro Module
.n: Micro Module Subdivision
st: Story Element
k: Knowledge Element
s: Skill Element
a: Attitude Element
4.2.1 Module A – Digital Information Competences
S.

A1

MM.

Covered Competences

Itinerary
Methods

Medium
Text

st1

Confidential personal data and
information handling

.1

Introduction to the submodule
“Confidential personal data and
information handling”

k1

Knows which data or
information is personal

.1

Explanation: Personal data according
to GDPR

Text

k2

Knows about the risks
associated with involuntary
disclosure of personal data or
information

.1

Example: Scope of data breach
according to GDPR regarding
personal data for financial
institutions

Video

k3

Is aware of personal data being
one of the main responsibilities
of the company

.1

Statistics: Use of personal data in the
finance sector

Text, Picture
(Diagram)

k4

Knows about GDPR and
respective company protocols

.1

Explanation: GDPR and personal data
handling in finance

Text

.2

Demonstration: Company protocol
on confidential personal data
handling in finance

Text, Picture

.1

Example: Consequences of data
breach or violating GDPR for financial
institutions and their employees

Video

Text

Text, Picture

k5

Understands the severity of
consequences for the company
in case of a GDPR violation or a
data breach

s1

Can handle requests for any
confidential personal data or
information with due diligence
and in compliance with GDPR

.1

Exercise with scenarios: assign
legitimate and illegitimate request
for personal data according to GDPR
to the correct columns

s2

Can verify the authenticity of

.1

Simulated hands-on exercise: identify
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requests for confidential
personal data or information

A2

s3

Can independently verify
identity and integrity of the
individual or company issuing
any request for confidential
personal data or information

s4

Can verify integrity of requests
for personal data or information
even in internal communication
for GDPR compliance

a1

Values the individual ( legal,
ethical, physical, material,
mental and social) integrity of
others in regard to their
personal data/information

illegitimate request for personal data
according to GDPR from external
entity

.1

Simulated hands-on exercise: identify
illegitimate request for personal data
according to GDPR from internal
entity

Text, Picture

.1

Simulated role play: consequences of
the violation of individual integrity
for oneself and alignment of own
expectations regarding individual
integrity towards upholding the
individual integrity of others

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

a2

Values privacy of data from
other persons

.1

Simulated role play: consequences of
the violation of privacy for oneself
and alignment of own expectations
regarding privacy towards upholding
the privacy of others

st1

Confidential business data and
information handling

.0

Introduction to the submodule
“Confidential business data and
information handling”

Text

k1

Knows which information is
sensitive/confidential

.1

Explanation: Confidential business
data

Text, Picture

.2

Explanation: Sector specific
regulations

Text

.3

Explanation: Due diligence

Text

k2

Knows about the risks
associated with involuntary
disclosure of unauthorized
information or data breaches,
such as loss of material or
reputational assets

.1

Example: Scope of data breach
regarding financial business data

Video

k3

Understands that information
may offer an entry point for
attackers (e.g. supply-chain
information)

.1

Exercise: identify confidential
business data and assign it to
potential entry points

Text

s1

Can handle requests for any
business information with due
diligence and in compliance
with sector-specific regulation

.1

Exercise: Choose scenarios in which
requests for business information
were handled with due diligence and
in compliance with sector-specific
regulation

Text, Picture

s2

Verifies the authenticity of
requests for business
information (e.g. request for list

.1

Simulated hands-on exercise: identify
illegitimate request for business data
from external entity

Text, Picture
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of suppliers)

A3

s3

Can independently verify
identity and integrity of the
individual or company issuing
any request for business
information

a1

Values the integrity of their
employers’ organization in
regard to business data and
information as long as it is in
accordance with respective
applicable law and European
Values

.1

Simulated role play: consequences of
the violation of organisational
integrity for oneself

Text, Picture

.2

Moral dilemma: European law and
values vs. integrity of organization

Video, Text

st1

Responsible sharing of private
information

.0

Introduction to the submodule
“Responsible sharing of private
information”

Text

k1

Knows
which
private
information can be shared and
which
private
information
should better be kept to oneself
or only be shared with chosen
social circles

.1

Explanation: private information

Text

.2

Exercise: assign private information
to the correct columns (can be
shared/should not be shared)

Text

k2

Knows that involuntary sharing
of private information may be
(virtually) irreversible

.1

Example: private information that is
outdated but can still be found on
the internet

Video

k3

Knows the risks associated with
disclosure
of
private
information such as online
fraud, social engineering, cyber
bullying and reputational risks

.1

Example: risks of disclosure of online
private information for employees
individually

Text, Picture

k4

Knows that lack of diligence in
regard to private information
may lead to adverse effects on
the business sphere (via social
engineering)

.1

Example: risks of online disclosure of
employees’ private information for
financial institutions

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

s1

Can
track
down
digital
information about oneself

.1

Hands-on exercise: Spy on yourself
(Which information about yourself
can you find online without logging
into your accounts?)

s2

Can check own digital identity
and footprints

.1

Demonstration: Google maps
timeline

Text, Picture, Link

s3

Can act prudently regarding
privacy and data protection

.1

Hands-on simulation: Fill in a social
media profile responsibly in regard to

Text, Picture
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issues

A4

A5

privacy and data protection
.1

Example: Long term consequences of
disclosure of private information for
oneself

Text, Picture

Privacy setting for private digital
devices and services

.0

Introduction to submodule “Privacy
setting for private digital devices and
services”

Text

Knows about personalized
advertisement
and
other
privacy settings (e.g. geodata)

.1

Explanation: Personalized
advertisement and data mining

Video

.2

Explanation: Privacy settings for
privately used digital tools and
services

Text, Picture

k2

Understands the importance of
privacy settings for own private
data

.1

Scenarios: Consequences of poor
privacy settings for oneself and for
the financial organisation

Text, Picture

k3

Understands the risks involved
in agreeing to common terms of
service without reading and
understanding them

.1

Example: consequences of
unchecked agreement to common
terms of service for oneself

Video

k4

Knows that platforms have to
adhere to regulation and
provide a minimum of privacy
options

.1

Explanation: Regulations regarding
privacy options

Text

k5

Knows that lack of diligence
about privacy settings may lead
to adverse effects on the
business sphere (via social
engineering)

.1

Example: Risks for financial
institutions due to poor privacy
settings of private digital devices of
employees

Text, Picture

s1

Can configure (software, device,
social media, account) privacy
settings to avoid involuntary
disclosure of personal data

.1

Hands-on simulation: Configuration
of privacy settings

Text, Picture

.1

Problem-identification exercise:
Changes in privacy settings due to
careless acceptance of new terms of
service

Video

.1

Example: individual consequences of
lack of privacy settings

Text, Picture

Text

a1

Values privacy and
protection of own data

st1

k1

data

s2

Can monitor own
settings continually

privacy

a1

Values privacy settings for
oneself

st1

Assessment of accuracy and
integrity of information

.0

Introduction to submodule
“Assessment of accuracy and
integrity of information”

k1

Understands how information is
generated, managed and made
available

.1

Lecture: Information processing in
the digital age

Video

k2

Is aware of different search
engines

.1

Demonstration: Different search
engines and their
strengths/weaknesses

Text, Link
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k3

Understands the reliability of
different sources

.1

Explanation: Reliability of different
sources

Text, Picture

.2

Exercise: Check reliability of
presented (re-)sources

Text, Picture, Link

k4

Recognises
that
not
all
information can be found on
the Internet

.1

Brainstorming exercise: Which
information cannot be found on the
internet?

Text

k5

Understands online and offline
information sources

.1

Explanation: Online and offline
information sources

Text, Picture

s1

Can assess the usefulness,
timeliness,
accuracy
and
integrity of the information

.1

Exercise: Determine usefulness of
information

Text, Picture, Link

.2

Exercise: Determine timeliness of
information

Text, Picture, Link

.3

Exercise: Determine accuracy of
information

Text, Picture, Link

.4

Exercise: Determine integrity of
information

Text, Picture, Link

s2

Can evaluate media content for
verifiability,
authenticity,
integrity and consistency

s3

Can
analyse
information

retrieved

s4

Can compare, contrast, and
integrate information from
different sources

s5

Can individually check sources
of obtained information to
verify their reliability

a1

Is critical about information
found (online)

Text, Picture, Link
.1

Exercise: Verify media content

.2

Exercise: Evaluate authenticity of
media content

Text, Picture, Link

.3

Exercise: Evaluate integrity of media
content

Text, Picture, Link

.4

Exercise: Evaluate consistency of
media content

Text, Picture, Link

.1

Exercise: Analyse retrieved
information

Text, Picture, Link

.1

Exercise: Compare information from
different sources

.2

Exercise: Contrast information from
different sources

Text, Picture, Link

.3

Exercise: Integrate information from
different sources

Text, Picture, Link

.1

Hands-on simulation: check sources
of information for reliability

.1

Self-analysis: How critical are you
regarding information from different
sources?

Text, Picture, Link

Text, Picture, Link

Text, Picture
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4.2.2 Module B – Digital Safety Competences
S.

B1

D.

Covered Competences

Itinerary per Competence
Methods

Medium

st1

Physical Safety

.0

Introduction to submodule “Physical
Safety”

Text

k1

Understands that the principles
of identity verification apply to
physically present clients or
suppliers as well as they apply in
digital communication

.1

Explanation: Physical safety principles

Video

k2

Knows that physically present
suppliers (such as employees of
delivery services) or even clients
have restricted access to the
company’s premises

.1

Explanation: Access restrictions for
clients and suppliers

Text, Picture

k3

Understands
that
access
controls within a company are
to be taken seriously and that
there are significant assets at
risk

.1

Example: Physical security risk
scenarios

Text, Picture

k4

Knows that ICT infrastructure
need to be guarded from
unauthorized physical access

.1

Explanation: Physical safety and its
importance for digital safety

Video

s1

Acts in accordance with access
control protocols

.1

Exercise: Implement access control
protocols on a model of the
organisation

Text, Picture

s2

Can enforce company’s access
controls on unauthorized third
parties

.1

Hands-on simulation: Fend off
unauthorized third party

Video

s3

Will alert company security if
unauthorized
access
to
company’s premises is detected

.1

Exercise: Alert company security of
unauthorized access

Text, Picture

s4

Lets new or unfamiliar devices
be cleared by IS department
before using them on-premise

.1

Exercise: Identify new or unfamiliar
devices and ask for clearance by IS
department

Text, Picture

s5

Can make sure that no sensitive
information on paper or on
screen is visible to unauthorized
entities

.1

Exercise: Check pictures of other
workplaces as well as own workplace
for visibility of sensitive information

Text, Picture

s6

Can make sure that no third
party may listen in on
conversations
containing
confidential
(financial)
information

.1

Scenarios: Choose which
communication situation ensures
confidentiality and which is prone to
listening-in

Text, Picture

s7

Will only meet with clients
within own office if there is no
sensitive information present
(see also GDPR), otherwise uses

.1

Exercise: Check pictures of other
workplaces as well as own workplace
for visibility of sensitive information
before meeting someone

Text, Picture
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designated meeting rooms

B2

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
unfamiliar or external persons
and digital devices

.1

Exercise: Verify identity of unfamiliar
persons in a polite, but assertive
manner

Text, Picture

st1

Safe Browsing

.0

Introduction to submodule “Safe
Browsing”

Text

k1

Knows that websites may not be
authentic, even if they look that
way

.1

Explanation: Fake/Spoofed websites

Text

.2

Examples: Fake/Spoofed websites

Pictures

.1

Example: Fake website that steals
information

Video

k3

Knows that spoofed websites
can host a myriad of threats,
such as malware or harmful
scripts

.1

Example: Fake website injects
malware

Video

k4

Knows that entering information
(esp. credentials) on spoofed
websites may constitute a
typical entry point for attackers

.1

Example: Fake website as an entry
point for attackers

Video

k5

Understands that attackers may
conduct a multi-staged attack,
wherein entering unsolicited
information on a spoofed
website may be an important
steppingstone

.1

Explanation: Multi-stage structure of
attack via fake website

Text, Picture

k6

Understands that company
assets are at risk through fake
websites just as much as with
any other social engineering
technique

.1

Scenarios: Assets at risk through visit
of fake website

Text, Picture

s1

Checks for HTTPS and SSL
certificates

.1

Exercise: Recognize HTTPS and SSL

Text, Picture

s2

Verifies the authenticity of
websites based on other
indicators (design, address, URL)

.1

Exercise: Verify authenticity of a
website

Text, Picture, Link

s3

Takes his/her time to verify the
authenticity of a website

.1

Hands-on exercise: Taking time for
verifying the authenticity of a website
while under pressure

Text, Picture

s4

Can identify a fake website even
though it may have an SSL
certificate

.2

Exercise: Verify authenticity of a
website with SSL certificate

Text, Picture

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
unfamiliar links and websites

.1

Self-analysis: Reaction to unfamiliar
links and websites in everyday life

Text, Picture

st1

Network Handling

.0

Introduction to submodule “Network
Handling”

Text

k2

B3

Knows
that
fake
or
compromised websites can steal
information
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B4

k1

Knows that there exist different
networks with different security
properties

.1

Explanation: Network types and their
security properties

Text, Picture

k2

Understands the risks of WiFi
networks

.1

Explanation: Trustworthiness of WiFi
networks

Text, Picture

k3

Understands
that
public
networks are prone to uninvited
listeners

.1

Example: Uninvited listener to
confidential conversation via public
network

Video

k4

Understands the risks associated
with using insecure networks

.1

Scenarios: Risks for enterprise
through using insecure networks for
business communications

Text, Picture

k5

Knows how a VPN works

.1

Explanation: Working principle of VPN

Text, Picture

k6

Knows
that
information
transmitted via public networks
may easily be intercepted

.1

Example: Interception of information
transmitted via public network

Video

s1

Makes sure to always be logged
into the secure work network
(as provided by the company)

.1

Hands-on simulation: Logging in to
the secure network of the company
while under pressure

Text, Picture

s2

Can set up a secure network for
remote work (e.g. uses VPN in
home office)

.1

Hands-on simulation: Logging in to
the secure network of the company
for home office

Text, Picture

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
unfamiliar networks

.1

Self-analysis: Use of unfamiliar
networks in everyday life

Text, Picture

st1

Safe Digital Communication

.0

Introduction to submodule “Safe
Digital Communication”

Text

k1

Is aware of different digital
communication means (e.g.
email, chat, VoIP, videoconference, SMS)

.1

Demonstration: different digital
communications means

Text, Picture

k2

Knows
which
digital
communication
means
are
considered to be safer than
others

.1

Explanation: safety properties of
different digital communications
means

Text, Picture

k3

Knows the basics of encryption
of digital communication

.1

Explanation: Basics of encryption of
digital communication

Video

k4

Knows
that
communication
faked/forged

.1

Example: Fake internal
communication

Text, Picture

k5

Is aware of the risks linked with
online communication with
unknown (unverified) people

.1

Scenarios: Risks of digital
communication with unverified
communication partners

Text, Picture

k6

Is aware that intercepted
communication may lead to
data breaches and asset loss

.1

Example: Data breach and asset loss
through use of unsecure
communications means

Text, Picture

k7

Knows
about
permitted
messenger clients (according to
company’s policy)

.1

Demonstration: Permitted messenger
clients according to company policy

Text, Picture,
Video

s1

Can

.1

Hands-on exercise: Verify authenticity

Text, Picture

verify

internal
can
be

authenticity

of
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external
and
communication

B5

internal

of external communication

.2

Hands-on exercise: Verify authenticity
of internal communication

Text, Picture

.1

Exercise: Choose company-approved
messenger clients

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

s2

Only uses company-approved
messenger clients

s3

Uses the safest possible
communication channel when
handling
confidential
information

.1

Hands-on exercise: Choose the safest
possible communication channel for
confidential information and use it
properly

s4

Is able to use encryption for
digital communication

.1

Hands-on exercise: Encryption of
digital communication

Text, Picture

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
the unreflected use of unsafe
digital communication means

.1

Self-analysis: Use of safe digital
communication in business and
everyday life

Text, Picture

a2

Values the integrity of all
entities involved who act in
accordance with respective
applicable law when
communicating digitally

.1

Moral dilemma: Group pressure, fear
for economic existence and
whistleblowing

Text, Picture

st1

Assurance of Device Safety

.0

Introduction to submodule
“Assurance of Device Safety”

Text

k1

Understands that devices may
get compromised
during
remote working as well as office
working

.1

Explanation: Importance of device
safety of business and personal
devices for the business sphere

Text

k2

Knows that some (mobile) apps
can sniff information from used
devices

.1

Example: App sniffs out information
on personal device

Text, Picture

k3

Knows about current and up-todate strategies to avoid device
safety risks (e.g. regular security
updates)

.1

Explanation: Device safety strategies
for business and personal devices

Video

k4

Knows how to secure used
digital devices

.1

Exercise: Choose scenarios in which
digital devices are securely used

Text, Picture

s1

Can secure personal devices
before activating business email

.1

Hands-on simulation: Assure device
safety before activating business mail

s2

Can install and regularly update
antivirus software on private
device

.1

Hands-on simulation: Install antivirus
software on private devices

.2

Hands-on simulation: Update
antivirus software on private devices

Text, Picture

Text, Picture
Text, Picture

s3

Regularly checks for available
security updates

.1

Hands-on simulation: Check for
available security updates

Text, Picture

Checks with the IS department if
he/she is unsure about installing
software on his/her devices

.1

Hands-on simulation: Check in with IS
department before installing dubious
software on personal devices

Text, Picture

s4
a1

Has internalized that digital

.1

Demonstration: Your devices are not

Text, Picture,
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devices
with
network
connection are hardly ever
completely private spaces

B6

entirely private

Video

Values own digital safety as well
as the digital safety of their
employer

.1

Simulated role play: consequences of
lack of digital safety for oneself and
for the organisation

Text, Picture

a2

st1

Creation of safe credentials

.0

Introduction to submodule “Creation
of safe credentials”

Text

k1

Is aware of authentication
methods, such as 2FA

.1

Demonstration: Different
authentication methods

Video

Example: Incident caused by weak
credentials

Text, Picture

k2

Understands the risks associated
with weak passwords/login
credentials and the potential
effects on the company’s IT
system’s integrity

Explanation: Brute force attacks

Video

k3

Knows
about
brute-force
method and the resulting
requirements for safe passwords

.2

Explanation: Requirements for safe
passwords

Video

.3

Explanation: Techniques to remember
strong passwords

Text, Picture

.4

Explanation: Password change criteria

Text

Example: Incident caused by business
password also used in privately used
digital service

Video

.1

.1

k4

Knows that it is necessary to use
as many different passwords as
possible, for different digital
services/devices

.1

s1

Is able to create and manage
strong passwords

.1

Exercise: Creation of a strong
password following criteria

Text

.2

Exercise: Apply techniques to
remember strong passwords

Text

.3

Exercise: Change password according
to password change criteria

Text

.4

Exercise: Protection of passwords
from others (no password sharing)

Text, Picture
Text, Picture

.5

Problem-identification: Entering
passwords when using public wifi or
electronic devices that do not belong
to employee
Hands-on simulation: Use of different
passwords when using business and
private devices

Text, Picture

.1

Hands-on simulation: Use of 2FA

Text, Picture

Simulated role play: consequences of
lack of digital safety for oneself and

Text, Picture

s2

Uses different passwords for
accessing work vs. private
devices and services

s3

Uses advanced authentication
methods and considers separate
2FA based password managers
for personal and work devices

.1

a1

Values own digital safety as well
as the digital safety of their

.1
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employer
a2

Believes in the merit and
practicality
of
strong
authentication routines

for the organisation
.1

.2

Demonstration: Merit and practicality
of strong authentication routines

Video

Exercise: Merit and practicality of
strong authentication routines

Text, Picture
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4.2.3 Module C - Threat-Anomaly Recognition Competences
S.

C1

D.

Covered Competences

Itinerary per Competence
Methods

Medium

st1

Social Engineering Recognition

.0

Introduction to submodule “Social
Engineering Recognition”

Text

k1

Understands what “social
engineering” is

.1

Explanation: Social engineering

Text, Picture

k2

Understands
that
many
successful CS attacks are based
on social engineering

.1

Examples: Successful social
engineering attacks in banks

Text, Picture

k3

Knows about typical attack
mechanisms employed during
social engineering, such as
Spoofing, Phishing or Pretexting

.1

Demonstration: Spoofing, Phishing
and Pretexting

Video

k4

Knows that
every
social
engineering attack needs to
have a “catch” (e.g. needs
confidential information to be
disclosed without authorization)

.1

Examples: Obviously and not
obviously illegitimate requests for
disclosure of business assets

Text, Picture

k5

Understands that multi-stage
attacks might start simply with
eliciting internal information or
information about suppliers

.1

Explanation: Information elicitation as
entry point for a multi-staged attack

Text, Picture

k6

Understands that the company’s
IS department potentially
cannot prevent (al)l damage
after a successful social
engineering attack

.1

Example: Bypassing of company’s ICT
security via social engineering

Video

s1

Can verify identity of request
issuer

.1

Hands-on simulation: Verify request
issuer’s identity

Text, Picture

s2

Can verify the integrity of the
request

.1

Hands-on simulation: Verify integrity
of request

Text, Picture

s3

Checks for integrity of email
senders

.1

Hands-on simulation: Verify integrity
of email sender

Text, Picture

.1

Hands-on simulation: Distinguishing
between secure and non-secure
websites without being asked for

Text, Picture

s4

Can distinguish between secure
and non-secure websites and file
sources independently

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
requests regarding company
assets like
information or
money

.1

Self-analysis: Habitual/typical
reaction to requests regarding
company assets

Text, Picture

.2

Explanation: Psychological foundation
of individual reactions towards
requests regarding company assets

Video

.1

Self-analysis: Identify own state of
alertness when confronted with
different requests regarding company
assets

Text, Picture

a2

Enters a state of alertness when
requests for business assets
contain pleas for reciprocity,
commitment, liking, consensus
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and urgency or apply undue
authority
C2

C3

.0

Introduction to submodule “Malware
(Infection) Recognition”

k1

Understands that every file that
was not pre-installed on their
work devices is potentially
dangerous

.1

Explanation: Reasoning behind
necessity of ICT security department
approval before installing software

Text, Picture

k2

Knows that downloaded files
and email attachments might be
infected

.1

Example: Infectious files and email
attachments

Text, Picture

k3

Knows that malware may infect
entire systems quickly, while
being tremendously tedious to
remove

.1

Demonstration: Velocity of malware
infection and risks of removing
malware

Video

k4

Understands that
malware
infection
is
the
usual
prerequisite for (very costly)
ransomware attacks

.1

Demonstration: Malware infection for
ransomware attack

Video

s1

Can identify different file types
and is able to assess their risk
potential

.1

Exercise: Identify risky file types

Text, Picture

s2

Treats any executable file or
archive with special care

.1

Hands-on simulation: Handling of
executable files

Text, Picture

s3

Can use anti-malware software
to scan files or archives before
opening them

.1

Hands-on simulation: Scan files or
archives before opening with antimalware software

Text, Picture

s4

Handles unknown file extensions
cautiously

.1

Hands-on simulation: Handling of
unknown file extensions

Text, Picture

s5

Treats download links with due
care

.1

Hands-on simulation: Handling of
download links

Text, Picture

s6

When in doubt, does not open
or download anything without
checking in with the IT Security
department

.1

Hands-on simulation: Checking in
with ICT security department before
handling suspicious attachments, files
or links

Text, Picture

a1

Does not indulge in a false sense
of security due to the perception
of the ICT security systems in
place as impenetrable

.1

Demonstration: Bypassing of ICT
security systems through
manipulating human behaviour

Video

st1

Physical Environment Sensibility

.0

Introduction to submodule “Physical
Environment Sensibility”

Text

k1

Knows which physically present
suppliers (such as employees of
delivery services) or clients are
allowed on the company’s
premises or knows how
confirmed access is represented
(e.g. through badges for visitors)

.1

Model: Allowed clients or suppliers
on premise per area

Picture, Text

st1

Malware (Infection) Recognition
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C4

.2

Demonstration: Representation of
confirmed access according to
company protocol

Text, Picture

.1

Model: Digital devices at the
individual workplace and its
surroundings

Picture, Text

Text, Picture

k2

Knows which digital devices are
to be expected at the individual
workplace and its surroundings

k3

Knows that information or data
that is physically accessible can
be taken advantage of for
different kinds of threats to the
organization

.1

Example: Incident in which physically
accessible information was used for
access to company assets

k4

Knows that listening devices
(such as smartphones) might be
used to record conversations

.1

Demonstration: Smartphone as
listening device

Video

k5

Knows that external memory
drives (such as USB sticks) pose
a high risk to the company’s IT
system

.1

Example: Incident in which a USB
drive was used for a cyberattack on
company assets

Text, Picture

s1

Can identify third parties that
are physically present, but are
not supposed to be here

.1

Hands-on simulation: Recognise
unauthorized third parties

s2

Can identify suspicious digital
devices

.1

Hands-on simulation: Recognise
suspicious digital devices

s3

Perceives the workplace as a
semi-public place in which
certain data and information
have to be protected from
unauthorized access

.1

Demonstration: What can be seen by
others from your activities on the
business device?

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
any unknown person or digital
device present at the workplace

.1

Self-analysis: Typical/habitual
reaction to unknown persons

.2

Self-analysis: Habitual reaction to
unknown digital devices

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

Video

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

st1

Identity Fraud Recognition

.0

Introduction to submodule “Identity
Fraud Recognition”

Text

k1

Knows how to verify the identity
of an interaction partner

.1

Explanation: Methods of verifying the
identity of a interaction partner

Video

k2

Knows about the importance of
verifying the communication
partner’s identity for avoiding
identity fraud

.1

Example: Consequences of identity
fraud in the business domain

Text, Picture

k3

Understands
that
Identity
Spoofing is one of the most
common attack vectors

.1

Statistics: Percentage of identity
spoofing of all reported incidents

Text, Diagram

k4

Understands the risks of digital
customer onboarding in contrast
to
on-premise
customer
onboarding

.1

Scenarios: Digital and on-premise
customer onboarding risks

Text, Picture
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C5

s1

Can verify identity of the
individual or company issuing
any request for access to
business services or assets

.1

Hands-on simulation: Identity
verification of interaction partner

Text, Picture

a1

Takes a critical stance towards
unknown persons or
organisations

.1

Self-analysis: Habitual reaction to
unknown interaction partners

Text, Picture

st1

Insider Threat Recognition

.0

Introduction to submodule “Insider
Threat Recognition”

Text

k1

Knows what
insider” is

.1

Explanation: “Malicious insider”

Text, Picture

k2

Knows about the prevalence of
malicious insiders

.1

Statistics: Prevalence of malicious
insiders in business domain

Text, Diagram

k3

Knows about behaviour usually
displayed by malicious insiders

.1

Demonstration: Behavioural clues for
malicious insiders

Video

k4

Knows
about
possible
motivators
for
malicious
insiders, such as monetary
incentives, game debts etc.

.1

Explanation: Motivators for malicious
insiders

Text, Picture

k5

Understands that acting as a
malicious insider is a bargain
with
serious
long-term,
individual repercussions

.1

Demonstration: Long term
consequences of malicious actions for
oneself

Text, Picture

s1

Can identify highly suspicious
behaviour of colleagues within
the same department or team
without becoming a “snitch”

.1

Hands-on simulation: Recognizing
highly suspicious behaviour of
colleagues

.1

Hands-on simulation: Reporting of
highly suspicious behaviour of
colleagues discretely

Text, Picture

s2

Can report highly suspicious
activity discreetly

.1

Self-analysis: Reflection of own
attitude towards co-workers in regard
to the balance between trust and
control

Text, Picture

a1

Is benevolent towards coworkers, but is not overly
trusting in everyone

a

“malicious

Text, Picture
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4.2.4 Module D – Incident Handling Competences
S.

D1

D2

D.

Itinerary per Competence
Methods

Medium

.0

Introduction to submodule “Incident
Documentation”

Text

.1

Demonstration: Incident
documentation protocol of the
organisation

Text, Picture

.1

Example: Consequences of hidden
mistakes for the company and
ultimately for the individual

Video

.1

Explanation: Usefulness of detailed
documentation of CS incidents for the
prevention of further incidents for the
company

Text, Picture

.1

Hands-on simulation: Providing a
detailed, truthful account of an
incident

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

st1

Incident Documentation

k1

Knows about the company’s
incident
documentation
protocol

k2

Knows that covering
up
individual mistakes can lead to
serious
harm
for
the
organisation, and hence also to
themselves

k3

Understands that it is crucial to
provide detailed information
about CS incidents, which can be
used in company training
actions

s1

Provides a detailed, truthful
account of the CS incident from
their point of view

a1

Is willing to give a detailed
account of an incident, even if it
was caused by an own mistake
and reflect on it

.1

Hands-on simulation: Providing a
detailed, truthful account of an
incident that was caused by an own
mistake

st1

Incident Reporting

.0

Introduction to submodule “Incident
Reporting”

Text

k1

Knows about the company’s
incident reporting protocol

.1

Demonstration: Incident reporting
protocol according to regulation

Text, Picture

k2

Knows
the
appropriate
authorities to contact in case of
an incident

.1

Model: Appropriate authorities to
contact in case of an incident

Picture, Text

k3

Understands that it is crucial to
provide detailed information
about CS incidents to authorities
and others to prevent further
incidents in a wider context

.1

Explanation: Usefulness of detailed CS
incident report for the prevention of
further incidents in the business
sector and beyond

Text, Picture

Text, Picture

.1

Hands-on simulation: Providing a
comprehensive, formal report about
an CS incident in line with relevant
regulation to the appropriate
authorities

.1

Demonstration: Repercussion of
conscientiousness in CS incident
reporting on security of own job

Text, Picture

a1

Is conscientious about filing
incident reports according to
protocol

st1

Incident Communication

.0

Introduction to submodule “Incident
Communication”

Text

k1

Knows who to ask or talk to in

.1

Model: Incident communication

Picture, Text

s1

D3

Covered Competences

Can provide a comprehensive,
formal report about a CS
incident in line with relevant
regulation
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case of an incident

D4

instances in the company

k2

Knows when to escalate an
incident to a superior

.1

Scenarios: Escalation vs. solving
problems independently

Text, Picture

k3

Knows that it is the ICT security
department’s job to help
her/him

.1

Explanation: The ICT security
department is there to help

Text

k4

Knows about the appropriate
channels
to
contact
IS
professionals/department

.1

Model: Incident communication
channels in the company

Picture, Text

k5

Knows that mere suspicions also
warrant contacting the ICT
security department

.1

Scenarios: When it is appropriate to
contact the ICT security department

Picture, Text

s1

Is able to communicate with
IT/IS
professionals
about
incidents comprehensibly

.1

Hands-on simulation: Communicate
with IT/IS professionals about
incidents comprehensibly

Picture, Text

s2

Is able to contact IS department
for analysis of suspicious
external devices

.1

Hands-on simulation: Contact ICT
security department for analysis of
suspicious external devices

Picture, Text

s3

Is able to alert company security
if unauthorized access to
company’s premises is detected

.1

Hands-on simulation: Contact
company security if unauthorized
access to company’s premises is
detected

Picture, Text

a1

Trusts in company’s ICT Security
department or contractor

.1

Self-analysis: Trust in ICT security
department or contractor

Text

a2

Is willing to ask for help in the
face of an incident that exceeds
own knowledge and skills

.1

Self-analysis: Willingness to seek help

Text

.2

Hands-on simulation: Seek help in the
face of an incident that exceeds own
knowledge and skills

Picture, Text

.0

Introduction to submodule
“Collaborative Incident Management”

Text

Text, Picture

st1

Collaborative Incident
Management

k1

Knows that CS compliance
within a team is dependent on
every team member

.1

Demonstration: Importance of CS
compliance of every team member
for CS of the whole organisation

k2

Knows
that
multi-team
structures offer numerous entry
points for attackers

.1

Scenarios: Entry points for attackers
in multi-team structures

Text, Picture

k3

Understands
that
human
behaviour is prone to error

.1

Statistics: Prevalence of human error
as cause for CS incidents

Text, Diagram

s1

Is able to identify that a
colleague might have been
subjected to social engineering

.1

Hands-on simulation: Identify that a
colleague has been subjected to social
engineering

Text, Picture

.1

Hands-on simulation: Communicate
about a CS incident with team
members

Text, Picture

s2

Is able to communicate about
incidents within the team

s3

Proactively ensures that CS
guidelines are complied with

.1

Hands-on simulation: Advertise CS
policy compliance to co-workers

Text, Picture
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within the working team and
when working with members of
other teams

s4

a1

Acknowledges that accidents
happen, and thus will address CS
issues with colleagues without
patronizing

Is feeling socially supportive
towards team members

.1

Self-analysis: Perception of gravity of
own CS accidents

Text

.2

Self-analysis: Perception of gravity of
CS accidents of others

Text

.3

Demonstration: Differences in selfperception and perception of others
in regard to gravity of errors

Text, Diagram

.1

Self-analysis: Social supportiveness
towards team members

text

.2

Demonstration: Positive effects of
social supportiveness for overall CS

Video
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5 Requirements for the SOTER Training Platform
Originating from the lessons learned from previous cybersecurity approaches in finance and
adjacent sectors (which we summarized in D6.3), as well as from our chosen training
approach and training methods (defined in this deliverable here) and the legal requirements
identified in T2.2 &T4.5, we identified the following list of training platform requirements
and detailed how these requirements will be implemented:
Table 7: Training Platform Requirements

Requirement
CONTENT
Customize the training content to the need
for expertise for different organizations and
employee groups
Customize the training content to the need
for expertise of the individual employee

Customize the language used in the training
courses to the preferred language style
within the business sector
Use of real-case scenarios and real life
stories for building up competence in threat
recognition
Build up human-factor based knowledge on
cybersecurity in finance
Build up human-factor based skills on
cybersecurity in finance
Build up attitudes supporting positive
cybersecurity behaviour

Build up proficiency in human-factor based
knowledge- and skill-application
Build up agency of employees to perform
gained knowledge, skills and attitudes by
strengthening their sense of self-efficacy
Build up the competence of identifying own
cybersecurity competence gaps
Build up problem-solving competence of
employees

Implementation via…
Free reassembling of training sub-modules
Definition of trainee roles
Self-administration (employee can
demonstrate knowledge and skills they
already have immediately, while choosing to
learn lacking knowledge and skills)
Using language style and skill level
predominant in the business sector
Multilingual
Embedding scenarios based on real
incidents in familiar work-related settings in
form of text, picture, video or
simulation/interactive video
Text- and video-based E-learning
accompanied by storytelling
Interactive hands-on simulations in familiar
work-related settings integrated into the
storyline, elements that can be examined
Build in moral dilemmas (text, picture, video
or simulation) concerning neutralization
techniques, organizational and individual
integrity in familiar work-related settings
into the storyline
Give repetition possibilities (immediately
and overall)
Give immediate feedback via text-popups
that focuses on strengthening self-efficacy
Give immediate feedback via simulating the
consequences of significant errors
Build in puzzle questions for reflection
Simulate problematic situations in familiar
work-related settings to be solved by
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employees
GAME DESIGN
Enhance employees emotional involvement
into the training action to enhance learning
Gamify according to the game-preferences
of employees in the finance sector
Give immediate feedback to enhance
learning

Gamify the training actions with the serious
games approach
Build in serious games that use storytelling
and role play in familiar work-related
settings as basic game mechanisms
Pop-ups

TRAINING ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION
Evaluate training actions continuously

Implement cyclic assessment and evaluation
mechanisms
Allow to train at least as many employees
>50 employees per comparison group can
simultaneously as are needed for measuring be trained simultaneously
significant training effects
(ideally 300, 500-1.000 employees within a
few days)
Assess awareness building within the
Build in pre- and post-training assessment
platform
questionnaires
Assess cybersecurity risk rate generated by
Build in competence assessment elements
employees in their daily work
into the platform for learning analytics like
quizzes, puzzle-questions and simulations of
problematic situations to be solved by
employees //
Perform penetration tests OR measure rate
of successful cybersecurity incidents, BOTH
before and after the training session//
Compare outcome of learning analytics on
competence development with results from
pen-test or incident-count, including
personal key?
Measure the progress each employee makes Data on progress of each employee in
during subsequent training actions
competence assessment elements is stored
systematically
in form of anonymized panel data linked
with a personal key that allows employees
the realization of all rights granted to them
according to GDPR and research ethics.
GDPR COMPLIANCE
All actions that are performed with the data
of employees are made transparent

Employees must have the possibility to give

Presentation of information to make
consequences of declaration of consent
clear (support graphically);
Section on GDPR and informed consent
accessible anytime and anywhere
Presentation of information to ensure
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informed consent in regard to the
processing of their training performance
data for research purposes
All employees must have the possibility to
give permission to or refuse the processing
of their personal data recorded within the
platform according to GDPR

informed consent

Clear possibility of declaration of consent

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS COMPLIANCE
Ensure that all use of external content is in
Cite within the platform
line with intellectual property rights
Use of Open Educational Resources
EXTERNAL CONTENT
Ensure permanent availability of embedded
external content

?
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